Getting Started with Responsive

What is “responsive”?
Responsive design and responsive templates refer to a set of standards that allow websites to display properly in mobile devices such as tablets and smartphones.

Why is it important?
As more and more people begin to use smaller-screened devices, having a website that displays the content at an optimum size means a better experience for our users.

If you don’t have a mobile device, you can simulate how this looks by resizing your browser window to a very narrow size – the content will stack and sort itself to display appropriately.

What do I need to do?
If your site has already been converted, you can maintain this framework by:

1. Using responsive templates and widgets for new pages

If your site isn’t responsive yet, don’t worry. The WebTeam is working our way through the entire site making the conversion on a page-by-page basis.

Questions? Contact the UA WebTeam web-team@uakron.edu